TECHNICAL SERVICE PARTS

STYLE 3480

PRODUCT STREAMMASTER II EXTERNAL ANTENNA

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Select location for remote antenna. Location should be out in the open as much as possible and visible from all expected points of operating personnel. For instance, pointed down on the end of a ladder.

2. Drill 5/8" (16mm) hole for mounting NMO to NF antenna mount.

3. Mount NMO to NF Adapter through metal member (sliding O-Ring on adapter before placing through mounting hole).

4. Slide flat washer and locking washer on the opposite side, affix nut, and tighten.

5. Remove articulating antenna from the RPSMA connector of the monitor controller making sure that the gold plated nut and lockwasher are also removed.

6. Connect cable to RPSMA connector on the side of the monitor controller and NF connector on the back of the antenna mount.

7. Affix NMO antenna to NMO antenna mount.

8. Confirm proper wireless operation.